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Abstract  
 

Purpose: Information extraction from big data is improved by either reducing the number of features in a data set or 

selecting features using intelligent data analysis. Generally, big data sets are complex to process using traditional 

approaches. Feature selection is highly essential in big data information extraction because it chooses the subset of 

features that influence the final classification. Reducing the number of selected features in the data leads to enhanced 

accuracy and efficiency of data extraction with other attributes used in the mathematical model. This work aims to 

improve the performance of the classifier using an enhanced binary bat algorithm-based effective feature selection model. 

formulated to enhance accuracy, efficiency of data extraction with other attributes. An enhanced binary bat algorithm 

(EBBA) proposed to solve the mentioned problem using local optimization and global optimization factor which 

improves the performance of optimization. Experiment carried out with different datasets selected to test effective 

performance of proposed algorithm and demonstrated performance is better with other algorithms. Design: The purpose 

of this paper is to provide, an effective feature selection model for big data information extraction. An enhanced binary 

bat algorithm has been proposed to improve attribute selection using local optimization and global optimization methods. 

Classification of multisource data using selected features using labeled approach. Particular Information extraction for 

multi view multi label (PIMM) approach is compared with EBBA algorithm. Further to enhance effectiveness of shared 

and specific information in big data [3] by setting the delta and omega factors in order to fuse different information from 

different view point, Online analysis of relevance with any redundancy analysis also been incorporated. Findings: All the 

experiments were carried out with different datasets on the number of iterations and fitness of the attributes to validate 

the effective performance of the proposed algorithm. Experimental results and graphs show that the proposed 

methodology improves the overall performance of optimization using PIMM models. Originality: A feature selection 

model based on the binary bat algorithm has been the focus of this paper. Subset selection and feature ranking are the two 

important methods used in this approach. Experiments were conducted on datasets to analyze the patterns in the number 

of iterations and fitness of the attributes over selection. The improvement in feature selection leads to better classification 

accuracy of the proposed model compared to other nature inspired techniques.  

Keywords: Information Extraction, Feature Selection Classification, Bio inspired Concept, EBBA model, Multi view 

multi object model, PIMM model. 

Copyright © 2023 The Author(s): This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 

License (CC BY-NC 4.0) which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium for non-commercial use provided the original 

author and source are credited. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Accuracy of classification in high dimensional 

data using feature selection model improves the 

information extraction in binary bat algorithm, selection 

of optimal subset in available dataset, selected data 

enhanced to improve classification [1] performance of 

actual dataset, further noise is eliminated which help the 

algorithm to execute faster and more efficient. Feature 

selection involves filters and wrappers approaches to 

measure the relevance score of each feature, wrapper 

use classifier to evaluate selected subsets obtained by 

the algorithm later any modification required also 

considered. To optimize [11] selected features heuristic 
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approaches is proposed in genetic algorithm, Particle 

swarm algorithm and Ant colony algorithm. Here 

proposed bat algorithm as more conventional to select 

features in bio inspired algorithms, these algorithms 

used to develop new techniques to increase the 

robustness of algorithm. Many intelligent algorithms 

[10] available such as ant colony algorithm, Particle 

swarm, Genetic algorithms, Grey wolf algorithm and 

Elephant search algorithm, among these algorithms Bat 

algorithm is demonstrated as effective algorithm to 

extract feature information [6] as it is flexible to 

enhanced. Data mining application supports different 

phases of application as data mining these includes 

preprocessing, discovery of pattern and evaluation.  

 

To add more flexibility in handling multiple 

data sources and to use them to discover models in 

automatic personalization system. In order to match 

user tendency association rule is added with clustering 

to deliver a framework to provide effective solution 

Classification [7] used extensively in data mining to 

perform preprocessing and feature selection. Here using 

discretization in preprocessing to transform the 

continuous value to integer value known as discrete 

which may be supervised and unsupervised. This is to 

find best set of break point in the group of data as a 

limit to yield to best accuracy in discrete data. Many 

other algorithms such as Chi-square, K-Means classifier 

used to transform continuous data, K Means technique 

used to generate better decision rate and accuracy. 

Response time of proposed algorithm is just 

outperformed with precision, recall and other 

parameters.  

 

Many real time applications objects will have 

different representations in different views, the 

communication between different views as each view is 

contributing uniquely and multi label prediction is also 

considered in the proposed model to calculate the 

gradients as to update weights of network given below 

using PIMM approach, Later in order to extract specific 

information of a particular view but we do extract from 

base information by excluding all shared information, 

the whole framework is to minimize the loss with 

respect to parameters of PIMM model. Every iteration 

verifying with multi label sets if the condition is holds 

good then fitness of data will be measured using 

standard function. As observation illustrates that each 

label is associated with unique feature with data, then 

label is added with function add() to verify the 

adaptability, then combination suitability is constructed 

if not associated then standard function used to generate 

data with random() function 

 

The flow of paper starts with defining feature 

selection [5], information exaction, followed by related 

work defines an analytical model, EBBA modeling with 

comparative discussion. Defining multi label 

classification [2] approach in big data information 

exaction, followed by related work which defines 

detailed about methods and how pattern recognition 

works followed with architecture and algorithm to 

define process of multilabel approach. Mathematical 

model to support implementation part, later comparison 

of various attributes like Accuracy, HLoss, HLoss(D,L), 

Mean and standard deviation to give how evaluation 

metrics help to come back with better improvement in 

performance. 

 

RELATED WORK 

A. Bigdata approach in Information Extraction  
Midhun Mohan used Big data approach for 

classification [1] used as amount of data is generated 

and stored is very random, information is hidden in 

database in order to improve performance, using 

predictive model approach, where data is modeled to 

make information is available. 

 

Bigdata analytics with multi classifier 

approach addressed by priyanka Hiranandani [2] to 

massive data generated with high speed which is very 

difficult to analyze with traditional tools, Hadoop is 

used to extract information from large massive dataset 

as well, Integrating Hadoop with R can be achieved 

great scalability and to enhance visualization and data 

transformation capabilities. 

 

Multilabel is classified into mainly two groups 

one is problem transformation method is used to track 

multi label scenarios with other problems and binary 

relevance method is to transform multi label learning to 

binary classification to obtain ranking along with 

adaptation algorithm takes multiple algorithm[8] to 

handle multi label data directly. Multi view collects the 

view of other method to overcome drawbacks or 

weakness to improve performance factor. In analysis of 

duplicates labels on Extracted Objects by Stephan 

ortona proposed three step algorithms to perform 

validation blocking and scoring which further focus on 

ontology constraints and entity extraction system to 

boost extraction process by using wrapper function over 

data. 

 

B. Information Exaction using Bat algorithm 
Suganthi and malathi [6] discussed about Bat 

algorithm for feature selection in dataset, which 

eliminates inappropriate, repeated data from original 

data set. Random sampling is used to select instances in 

dataset. Random forest is used to get train from selected 

features to enhance classification accuracy. Bat 

algorithm works with iterations and advanced with 

capability of echolocation behavior and two attributes 

such as loud, pulse of sound to select prey an echo is 

generated that will return back to bat to find an object, 

also finds distance thus it calculates distance in 

between. It also differentiates between objects and prey 

allows them to hunt in darkness. 

 

Niraj kumar proposed Text classification [1] 

and topic modeling of web extracted data in 2021 which 
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focus on topic models with LSA algorithm, 

probabilistic semantic analysis and machine learning 

classifier approach which improves the performance of 

classification with bag of words model to improve 

accuracy and to improve dimensionality. 

 

Adaptive systems built using convolution 

approach is based on image classification of data 

aligned with localization. Another paper proposed 

technique by Yanwei with unique concept of structured 

web data extraction[15] using forest concept and able to 

get better performance of system over three attributes as 

mentioned earlier. With all these methods summarized 

and proposed model achieved best in performance with 

attributes precision, recall and Fscore. 

 

Information extraction using pattern 

recognition with multilabel concept solves major 

problems of existing approaches. In web extraction[13] 

proposed by super string algorithm extended with 

pattern matching algorithm to extract data from the web 

pages without any computational impacts on the 

system. Here they used crawling approach, rule based 

method, learning based method to fetching information 

efficiency and provides cost comparison analysis, noise 

and redundancy, mean and standard deviation with loss 

average analysis by which performance is analyzed. 

 

Data can be taken as instances into labeling 

process where each data can recognized throughout the 

system, variety of data can be identified which helps 

extraction process and avoids the time taken to 

complete effectively, data set which is accessible to 

Central full-text. Web page information extraction 

using deep learning also introduced which involves data 

scraping application which is not affected by structural 

changes in web pages was developed. 

 

Mihai Surdenau and ramesh, focused on multi 

instance and multilabel learning for extracting relations 

in web, using approaches like deterministic model, 

distant supervision model using attributes relation level 

classifier with not much effectively incorporating data 

sets as resources are distributed, moderately effective in 

nature. Wook shin Han discussed on supportive 

effective when extraction mainly focus on spatial 

relationship using elements of DOM tree when web 

page rendered in browser using approach robust tuple 

extraction system with spatial relationship. 

 

II. BIGDATA ANALYTICAL MODEL TO EXTRACT INFORMATION 
 

 
Figure 1: Architecture for Big Data Information Extraction Evaluation 
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The architecture of web information extraction 

is shown above which represents how data is received 

as sample data and collected from multiple sources used 

to manipulate and analyze representative subset of data 

points and to find data patterns, which classified into 

trained data of data set to grow single tree and data to 

estimate the errors. Data is trained to understand how to 

apply technologies and to make decisions. 

 

Then feature selection is used to transform raw 

data collected as inputs to the model then that data is 

required to some algorithms. This process reduce the 

number of features by creating new features from 

existing data which helps to reduce set of features, data 

applied to select predictors to split data using best 

predictors so that estimate errors by applying tree to 

data if not true repeat until stop tree growth is fulfilled. 

data scraping performed to make data feasible, After 

estimation with data errors if it as expected go to next 

level that is random forest by collecting all trees else 

repeat until specified number of trees to obtained. 

Sample data and estimation process is correlated with 

each other, grow tree and feature selection of predictors 

is related to each other hence random forest algorithm 

will work as described. Data estimation makes data 

consistency to avoid failures. 

 

4. Proposed EBBA Algorithm Based Information 

Extraction  
In the proposed approach, information 

extraction using the Bat algorithm with K-Mean 

classification is described below: 

 

4.1 Enhanced Binary Bat Algorithm for Information 

Extraction 
An algorithm shown below demonstrates how 

a random tree classifier which classifies data to make 

decisions, training with replacement of data to produce 

a new data set. Later, a new tree is constructed with 

instances. If only one instance belongs to that tree, it 

returns that itself; otherwise, it selects randomly by 

splitting available features in the set. The tree with 

nodes N, Frequency F is modified into possible value 

sub child nodes and the procedure is repeated until 

trained error-free content is obtained. The bat algorithm 

is provided below, with input, output, and various steps 

involved. 

 

Extraction process is improved based on the 

factors used as frequency, loudness factors to generate 

new solutions to demonstrate how random tree classify 

data to make decisions by selecting suitable classifier 

then training of data with replacement to produce new 

data set.  

Input: A trained dataset with the attributes 

frequency and loudness 

Output: Preexistence Dataset, Optimized Data Set 

Step 1: Data set in the population with specific 

parameters for frequency, velocity, and loudness. 

Set the pulse rate. Pi and loudness Ai 

Step 2: Generate new solutions by updating 

frequency, velocity and positions, while (t< 

maximum iteration) 

Step 3: Apply random function 

concept.if(rd>ri)Select solution among best 

solutions randomly obtain Ls solution around 

BsEndif 

Step 4: Generate Rs using Randfly() Randfly( 

)if(Rd<Ai)& f(xi)<f(B)Get Solution increase Ri 

and Ai 

 

Repeat Endif Obtain Rank and Get Final best Fb. 

 

The algorithm clearly states that the data is a 

randomly trained data set that is then checked for 

reproducibility with a preexisting data set. Possible 

features of the data are divided to create an N number 

of child nodes as an instance with relevance to the 

dataset taken from the build tree to optimize the 

information. The proposed algorithm avoids limitations 

in data lists with repetitive occurrences. 

 

A. Adopted multilabel based classification 

Algorithm for Bigdata Extraction 

An algorithm shown below, demonstrate how 

ensemble technique which ensure better performance 

obtained from any of the dataset and to compare two or 

more different analytical model and to synchronize 

results too increase accuracy of data retrieval methods 

with respect to boost random forest model is an best 

approach, also to increase classification [15, 17] 

performance of a model. Every iteration verifying with 

multi label if the condition is holds good then fitness of 

data will be formulated using function fitness(). Each 

label is associated with unique feature [21] with data 

then label is added with function add(), then 

combination suitability is constructed if not associated 

then sub_child=cross_over(p1,p2) mutation=TRUE 

mutation mut_child=mutation(p1, p2) To get new 

possibilities. 

Generate sub nodes of set, as p1,p2….pn if, here F 

is associated with (F1…,Ff) 

do for I range from i=1 to f 

Recall to function Cross_over(p1,p2) if ends 

for ends 

 

In the algorithm [30] it is very clearly specified 

that data is randomly trained and rechecked for 

reproduce with preexisted data set. Using label 

approach data is combined with different patterns and 

possible features of data set create N number of child 

nodes as instance with relevance to the dataset taken 

build tree to resolve the efficiency and to optimize 

information. Algorithm proposed avoids limitations in 

with data lists with repetitive occurrences. 

 

4.3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
In this section, equations related to variance, 
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sample variance with standard deviation and sample 

data sets are presented. In this approach, n indicates 

data entries for the mean when working with population 

data sets, population data contains all members of the 

data set, such as a part, subset, or solution by deciding 

whether to proceed with a sample or the entire 

population. 

 

In the below equation (1), K-mean clustering is 

used to partition many objects into k-clusters. Every 

object belongs to the nearest mean of a cluster. This 

method produces different clusters with distinction. 

Using the priori concept, computation is performed to 

minimize total variance and the squad error function. 

  

∑    
   ∑          

 

   
………………………….. (1) 

 

In equation (2), the data set has all other 

relevant data with a specific feature set with all possible 

values. Sampling is always part or subset of available 

data. n is number of samples and x1,x2,x3,…xn are all 

the subsets of data taken with their mean. 

   √  

   
∑     ̅  

   

 
 ………………. (2) 

 

In the below expression (3), chi-square is used 

to find a relationship between independent feature 

categories is degree of freedom with observed attributes 

such as O. E is expected feature values that meet 

intended values. 

  
  ∑

       

    
 …………………… (3) 

 

A. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
In accuracy set of labels are predicted for a 

sample must match exactly corresponding set of labels 

in less ambiguity with exact match ratio 1 where 

number of correct predictions divided by total number 

of examples if considered that prediction is correct if 

and only if predicted binary vector equal to binary 

vector. In expression n is the number of training 

examples, Yi is the true labels for ith training example 

and jth class, predicted labels for the ith training 

example, also Yi is the target and Zi is the prediction. 

Evaluation metrics for multi label classification that we 

used when comparing performance of four models, D is 

the multi label data set with |D| instances each has set of 

labels Yi and H be the classifier and Zi be the predicted 

labels of an instance Xi then, common labels and 

intersection between two data set is analyzed. 

 

Hamming loss can be used in multi label 

classification helps in identifying fraction of wrong 

labels in total number of labels, in multiclass 

classification hamming loss can be calculated as the 

hamming distance y_true and y_pred here in multi label 

classification hamming loss focus on individual labels. 

When compared to three techniques in terms of 

accuracy score, binary relevance and label powerset 

techniques will be suited for multilabel classification 

due to their higher accuracy score as given in equation 

below. 

 

In the above equation αβϒ are the factors 

which control loss term, interaction which then control 

the model to have output labels. Pi, Qi and Ri are the 

three different labels and Q j is label of i on j and 

denotes relevancy of labels created. mlmv can be 

calculated as in independent mode communication 

between all views is conducted. 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 Implementation 

In the proposed work, selection of data is done 

through a CSV (Comma separated values) file and is 

integrated and analyzed with other algorithms like the 

particle swarm optimization algorithm. Furthermore, 

the associated page information in the bat algorithm 

with the wrapper approach is used to practically 

measure the performance. In equation (12), the data 

sampling size is obtained with the original data set, 

where N is the size of the population.  

  
   

        
 …………………. (4) 

 

In the below equation (13), the data set is split 

into different attributes and entropy is calculated from 

the split data. Some attributes T, X are calculated to 

find the probability of entropies with extension. The 

resultant set is obtained with product to features. 

       ∑             ……………. (5) 

 

The efficiency of various wrapper functions 

and associated time is very high. Each time, according 

to the training mode as wrapper functions change. The 

time taken to validate the information using random 

functions in many models does not allow for the desired 

selection. It is dynamic in nature, as observed in the 

above equation. So for each model, the wrapper 

function is different. 

 

Criterion on data set is considered as below equation  

CFS=max(Sk)[
                     

√                                 
 ……….. (6) 

 

Here correlation of feature selection is 

represented as CFS, rcfi, rfi are the correlation between 

data uses different measures which helps in selection of 

variables, attributes and variable subset selection with 

features. To make validation simple data is divides as 

fraction of data like 80% and 20% means 80 % of date 

is chosen over 20% of data ad will be used for testing, 

mapping between inputs and outputs is always in set. 

Data is to be tested for errors, 

          …………………. (7) 

 

Above expression is to compare and to substitute the 

defined data in sample,  
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 …….. (8) 

 

Here in this equation first case is defined as 

sin(x), second case as straight line. To estimate errors in 

data set use of accepted value with experimental values. 

 

5.2 Software Requirements: 
To demonstrate the significance improvement 

in the proposed algorithm is tested using data set, 

comparative methods and evaluation metrics. The data 

set considered is ionosphere.csv file with 34 features 

set, 352 rows of data and validation factor considered as 

70 to 30 over the split up data using metrics as xtrain, 

xtest, ytrain and ytest. Other parameters as K value in 

KNN, number of variables, maximum number of 

iterations to perform feature selection. The data is 

modeled with selected features as number of train, 

number of validation to increase the accuracy and to 

obtain data convergence and used python libraries.  

 

In general, three approaches are usable: web 

mining usage, content mining on the web, and structure 

mining. In addition to the combined tags and value 

similarity, DOM (Document object model) tree 

structures can also be used. Redundant data records 

RDR rule, QRR query-related record extraction, 

operator used The DOM model, the Machine learning 

method, and the successive steps of the proposed 

method, the iForest anomaly detection algorithm are 

listed. 

 

Random Forest and Multi-Layer Perceptron 

(MLP) classifiers are also used in order to address web 

information extraction and make it more efficient. 

Fitness of attributes has been obtained for a number of 

iterations, as shown in section 4, which describes how 

algorithm yields better fitness with number of iterations, 

the algorithm affects fitness attributes over n number of 

iterations using -1 iteration values and in Figure 6 

elaborated to describe KNN attributes using N iterations 

in each case it significantly shows the improvement in 

obtaining information extraction. 
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Figure 2: Performance comparison precision and recall attributes 

 

 
Figure 3: Attributes comparison 
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A. Evaluation matrices for multi label information 

Extraction 

In below diagram noticed that analysis clearly 

shows the significance of the multi view and multilabel 

approach to make more accurate and improve the 

performance each and every method existing shows 

discrepancy with HLoss parameter where its maximum, 

so PIMM method will minimize that loss to help web 

information extraction more effective, with respect to 

data set D instances and set of labels our approach 

improves. Mean and standard deviation is also 

important parameter to ensure effective information 

extraction. 

 

5.2 Comparative analysis and discussion 

Traditional systems and advanced system 

models use automated methods to extract information. 

The contents and model structure play a vital role in 

establishing relations between a page and page level 

attributes. If there are any changes in the model, then 

the wrapper function will enable the deployment to 

make the function work. Compared to our model, it’s 

not possible to ensure the efficiency and here more 

complication and achieve better extraction. 

 

 
Figure 4: PIMM Model comparison with EBBA Model to compare accuracy 

 

In Figure 4 comparison of two models used in 

data extraction with bigdata analytics concept. Different 

metrics where accuracy is analyzed to show 

performance of two methods. Dom Tree Model, the 

Mining data records MDR Algorithm, the improved 

HMM (Hidden Markov Model), and the Long short text 

classification method LSTM used in neural networks 

are compared for attribute accuracy and flexibility in 

selecting designs when changes occur in websites. 

Clustering algorithms are applied to formatted and 

unformatted records in data slots. If any modifications 

in layout design are not accommodated, these shortfalls 

are used to generate layout designs with different 

patterns. The Random Forest Algorithm (RFA) shows 

much better results of personalization with 4-parameter 

recall, an F score, and qualitative and quantitative 

attributes with various data sets from performed 

experiments to tackle variations and increase efficiency. 

 

Accuracy is compared with various 

methodologies as given proposed method shows 

standard accuracy factor compared to other methods 

where one more method discussed by kiran adnan 

achieved accuracy with 96.3 other models is not 

commanding over the factors. Syed usama again 

discussed the effect of multi label approach to obtain 

accuracy much better way having drawbacks with n 

number of labels that will be improved by 90.1 shows 

elementary improvement in accuracy. Proposed 

methods EBBA and PIMM model demonstrated better 

improvement in the accuracy. 

 

Table-I: Comparison of two algorithms for performance evaluation 

Authors Precision Recall F-score Quantitative factor Qualitative factor 

Proposed EBBA  99.14 98.5 98.9 54.5 98.8% 

Proposed PIMM model 97.5 90.2 70.5 95.3 98 
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6. CONCLUSION 
Feature selection has been utilized in most of 

the data preprocessing techniques, but it will have a 

major impact in the context of big data information 

extraction. An EBBA algorithm-based feature selection 

model is proposed in this paper for improving 

information extraction from big data. Feature subset 

selection and feature ranking are the two important 

methods used in this approach. Experiments were 

conducted on datasets to analyze the patterns in the 

number of iterations and fitness of the attributes over 

selection. The proposed model EBBA shows a 

significant improvement of 3% in feature selection 

compared with PSO algorithm. 

 

Classification task with classes and each label 

is mutual exclusive and each sample of data is assigned 

to only one label generally, Information extraction 

collects different documents as input and produce 

different representations of relevant information with 

different criteria. EBBA method compared with PIMM 

model is put forward to handle many cases with 

accuracy factor. Multi view representation and 

integrating view specific discriminating modeling is not 

much considered. Further to enhance effectiveness of 

shared and specific information by setting the delta and 

omega factors in order to fuse different information 

from different view point, Online analysis of relevance 

with any redundancy analysis also been incorporated. 
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